Sleep satiation in narcoleptic patients.
Polygraphic sleep recording was performed in 20 narcoleptics with one or more of the auxiliary symptoms, 4 narcoleptics with only sleep attacks and 10 normals during one night and into the following day. Total sleep time in the narcoleptics did not differ significantly from that in the normals. Sleep of the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms was unstable with frequent awakening. The temporal organization of the REM--NREM sleep cycle was irregular in the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms, compared with those in the other two groups. Percentage of Stage 1 was significantly larger in the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms than in the other two groups and percentage of Stage 2 was smaller. Percentage of Stage 4 was smaller in the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms than in those with only sleep attacks. Percentages of Stages 3 and REM did not differentiate the three groups. Spindle density during Stage 2 did not differentiate the three groups. Sleep onset Stage REM was frequently observed exclusively in the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms. Excluding the instances showing sleep onset Stage REM, mean latency of initial episodes of REM sleep in the three groups was shorter after daytime sleep onset than after nighttime sleep onset. In the narcoleptics with auxiliary symptoms, no significant correlation was found between the percentage of Stage REM and clinical findings. the sleep attacks in narcoleptics are due to an ill-timed, strong tendency to fall asleep (including both REM and NREM sleep), and it is therefore suggested that they are manifestations of their disturbed circadian rhythm of sleep--wakefulness cycle.